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Oral antiviral therapy reduces the risk of hepatocellular
carcinoma in persons with chronic hepatitis B infection:
combining evidence and common sense
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According to a recent global systemic review, in 2010

about 248 million persons in the general population

worldwide were chronically infected with hepatitis B virus

(HBV), with the highest HBsAg prevalence rates being in

Africa (8.83 %) and the Western Pacific region (5.26 %)

[1]. Universal HBV vaccination programs in newborns

have led a remarkable decline in HBsAg prevalence among

young age groups in many countries such as China [2], but

the huge number of persons with chronic HBV infection, if

left untreated, will still cause an enormous disease burden

associated with cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma

(HCC) in the next decades [3].

Long-term prospective cohort studies have shown that

the serum level of HBV DNA is a key driver for disease

progression from CHB to cirrhosis and HCC [4]. A Korean

retrospective cohort study demonstrated that compensated

cirrhosis patients, even with low viral load, were still at

increased risk for HCC [5]. Pivotal clinical trials and real-

life studies have shown that nucleoside or nucleotide ana-

logs (NAs) have excellent efficacy in suppressing HBV

DNA and improving liver biochemical tests. Furthermore,

long-term therapy with NAs, especially entecavir (ETV) or

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF), improves fibrosis or

even early stage of cirrhosis as well as necroinflammation

[6, 7]. More importantly, NA therapy improves clinical

outcomes such as liver function reserve as measured by

Child-Pugh or MELD scores, implicating that NAs could

not only prevent compensated cirrhosis from decompen-

sation but also reverse from decompensation to compen-

sation (so-called recompensation) [8]. Therefore, antiviral

therapy with highly potent and low resistance NAs such as

ETV and TDF is recommended by major international

guidelines including those recently released by WHO [9].

However, whether NA therapy could reduce the risk of

HCC development is still an issue for discussion. A widely

cited double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial

reported by Liaw et al. demonstrated that, in patients with

advanced fibrosis or early cirrhosis, treatment with lami-

vudine could reduce the HCC if cases found within the first

year were excluded from both groups, but the emergence of

drug resistance compromised the benefit [10]. Clinical

cohort studies from other centers in Hong Kong and Tai-

wan also showed a consistent trend of reduced incidence of

HCC in patients treated with NAs [11, 12]. Furthermore, a

population-based study carried out in Taiwan suggested

that, compared with the pre-antiviral era, the incidence and

mortality of HCC in the general population were decreas-

ing with the increasing coverage rate of antiviral therapy

for HBV and HCV, as shown in databases of medical

insurance [13]. In addition, authors from US and Canada

have also reported that NA treatment reduced the incidence

of HCC in patients with CHB [14, 15].

In this issue of Hepatology International, Watanabe and

coworkers [16] report that, in a retrospective cohort of 249

patients with CHB, 5 years after starting ETV treatment,

liver functional reserve improved (prothrombin activity

increased from 85.9 ± 17.4 to 97.0 ± 16.9 %, p\ 0.001,
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and albumin level increased from 4.0 ± 0.5 to

4.3 ± 0.3 mg/dL, p\ 0.001) and the incidence of HCC

was only 1.8 %. On multivariate analysis, older age and

low platelet count were significant independent contribut-

ing factors for HCC incidence. Therefore, the authors of

that paper conclude that long-term treatment with ETV

improved hepatic functional reserve and decreased the

incidence of HCC. This result confirmed the findings of

another study from Japan that HCC incidence in patients

treated with NAs was much lower than untreated historical

controls [17].

However, reports from European countries have shown

less optimistic results. For example, Arends et al. reported

that, in 744 CHB patients (42 % Caucasian, and 22 %

cirrhosis) treated with ETV from 11 European referral

centers within the VIRGIL Network, the 5-year cumulative

incidence rates of HCC were 2.1 and 10.9 % for non-cir-

rhotic and cirrhotic patients, respectively [18]. They con-

cluded that the cumulative incidence of HCC is low in

patients treated with ETV, but that ETV does not eliminate

the risk of HCC. This discrepancy may partly be explained

by the different patients profiles between reports from

European and Asian centers. Indeed, a large Greek

nationwide study indicated that the HCC risk remains

increased at least for the first 5 years after starting ETV

therapy in HBeAg-negative CHB patients with cirrhosis,

particularly in those of older age [19]. An Italian multi-

center study also showed that virological response does not

appear to significantly reduce the overall incidence of

HCC, and that cirrhosis and age C60 years are the stronger

risk factors for HCC in genotype D HBeAg-negative

patients [20]. In addition, it would not be surprising that

NA therapy could not eliminate the HCC risk because

HBV DNA is not the only factor to determine HCC

development, where host and environmental factors also

play important roles [21].

Of note is the methodological issue in designing this

kind of clinical study. Retrospective non-controlled design

is a big concern of the current study [16]. Without controls,

the conclusion is less convincing because other cofounding

factors might cause the decreased incidence of HCC

development. However, practical issues should also be

taken into consideration. In fact, since its efficacy and

safety have been proven, NA therapy has become a stan-

dard of care in patients with CHB, especially in those with

advanced fibrosis or cirrhosis. Obviously, ethnical concerns

made the randomized controlled trials less feasible.

Therefore, later investigations on this topic usually adopted

a cohort study design, with untreated or different treatment

arm(s) as historical or external control group(s). The

imbalance of known confounding factors across different

arms can be minimized by special statistical techniques

such as propensity score matching (PSM) analysis [11, 17].

However, this would need much bigger sample sizes in

order to have a large enough number of patients left after

PSM. Another approach is to compare the observed inci-

dence of HCC in the treated cohort with that projected in

untreated cohorts by prediction models such as CU-HCC,

GAG-HCC or REACH-B [18]. This should also be carried

out cautiously because the application of the models is

conditional, for example, other hosts (such as ethnic

groups) and viral factors (such as genotype and HBeAg

status) which should be taken into consideration. For

example, a European study did show that HCC prediction

models derived from Asian populations had a poorer per-

formance in Caucasian patients [18]. Medical insurance

database analysis would offer the chance of population-

based study but the correct linkage of personal data and the

appropriate management of missing data would also pose

technical challenges.

To properly design, conduct and interpret clinical

studies addressing the effect of NA therapy on HCC

development, careful selection of study population is of

paramount importance. Common sense tells us that, if a

study includes more patients with non-cirrhotic CHB or

even in immune tolerance phase, the incidence of HCC

would be very low, and therefore a very large number of

patients and a long duration of follow-up would be

required to see differences in HCC incidence. On the

other hand, if more patients were of older age and with

cirrhosis, the incidence of HCC will remain high for

several years after starting the therapy, and again a much

larger number of patients and a longer duration of follow-

up would be required. In this context, patients with

advanced fibrosis or early cirrhosis would be the popu-

lation who needs treatment urgently and in whom the

clinical benefit could be easily observed.

By combining the common sense and the available

evidence, we should understand that NA therapy reduces

but does not eliminate the risk of HCC development in

cirrhotic patients [22], therefore, on-treatment monitoring

for HCC is still needed, since HCC could occur even after

the HBsAg loss [23]. We hope further well-designed,

carefully conducted clinical or population-based studies

will provide stronger evidence to clarify this issue.

Finally we need to understand that the prevention of

HCC is only one of the goals of HBV DNA suppression.

Therefore, antiviral therapy with NAs should be initiated in

patients with active CHB, compensated or even with

decompensated cirrhosis, to prevent or even to reverse liver

fibrosis, cirrhosis, and decompensation, as well as to reduce

the risk of HCC.
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